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Proposition E. was a measure on the November 8, 2016 San Francisco ballot regarding responsibility for maintaining street trees and surrounding sidewalks. Voters were asked if they wanted to amend the City Charter to transfer responsibility from property owners to San Francisco Public Works for maintaining trees and sidewalks adjacent to their property, as well for repairing sidewalks damaged by the trees.The funding comes from a $19 million annual set-aside in the City’s general fund, meaning there is sustainable, long-term funding. That’s a real game-changer.There will be no new taxes as a direct result of Prop. E.Currently, about 2/3 of San Francisco street trees are the responsibility of private property owners. The City, due to lack of funding, had been transferring more and more trees to private care over the past five years. The passage of Proposition E stops that practice and will put all trees under the care of Public Works, which will result in more consistent and better care of the urban forest.Proposition E does not fund planting or tree establishment. That initiative is paid for through under funding sources, including gas tax revenue and grants.
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Proposition E. passed with an overwhelming 79% voter approval – 283,009 votes. Friends of the Urban Forest, the leading nonprofit tree advocacy group in the City, led the campaign to get Proposition E passed.Public Works is pleased to see how many residents are on board for the new legislation. 
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In January 2014, the City published an Urban Forest Plan that highlighted key findings for San Francisco’s at-risk urban forest and outlined what steps we can take to improve it. The Urban Forest Plan proved an important call to action and helped bring Prop. E to life by identifying many of the problems that currently exist with the maintenance of street trees – the reliance on private maintenance being one of them. 
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The Urban Forest Plan provides a strategy to create a more sustainable urban forest in San Francisco. The Plan’s key recommendations include:Maximizing the benefits of street treesEstablishing and funding a citywide street maintenance programManaging street trees throughout their entire life-cycleProposition E provides the foundation allowing the City to achieve these goals.
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Public Works officially takes responsibility of street trees beginning July 1, 2017. After July 1, 2017: we will start with the worst trees first. The pruning of street trees will be prioritized based on safety considerations, correcting structural flaws and gaining necessary clearances for overhead wires, traffic signs, adjacent buildings and traffic flow.  Routine tree pruning maintenance will begin in 2020. Public Works will prioritize sidewalk maintenance where there is tree related damage in the primary path of travel in commercial corridors. 
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We recently completed a tree census that that surveyed every street tree in San Francisco, listing the address, species and condition. The information allows us to set maintenance and gives us a fuller understanding of our urban forest. The census found that we have 124,847 street trees in San Francisco – nearly 20,000 more than the previous estimate. It also showed there are more than 500 species here in San Francisco. Currently, 2/3 of the street trees are maintained by private  property owners. Once Proposition E kicks in, Public Works will take care of all the trees.
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Our Bureau of Urban Forestry will use the census to help implement Prop. E and to improve tree and sidewalk maintenance throughout the City. The census helped Public Works separate the City’s street trees into three categories based: Priority 1, Priority 2 and Priority 3.Priority 1 trees: potentially hazardous trees around bus stops, schools and senior centers that need to be pruned and/or removed.Priority 2 trees: trees in other pedestrian throughway zones that need to be pruned and/or removed.Priority 3 trees: trees that are declining, but not currently hazardous. They will eventually need to be removed but not immediately.
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We will start with the removal and/or pruning of Priority 1 street trees, a total of 5,341 trees. Priority 1 trees must be addressed immediately as they are in the worst condition and pose the greatest threat to the community.
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Once our crews maintain Priority 1 trees, they will focus on pruning and/or removing the nearly 21,000 Priority 2 trees.Priority 2 trees will take the longest to maintain due to the high number of trees that fall under its category. 
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Before routine tree maintenance begins in 2020, Public Works will remove the 1,189 Priority 3 trees that don’t serve as an immediate threat to the City.
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Under Prop. E, Public Works will start with the worst trees first before starting routine tree maintenance on all street trees. Public Works will prune all street trees on a 3- to 5-year cycle, based on the species and need of each individual tree.Right now, street trees are pruned on a 10- to 12-year cycle.Public Works will keep the public informed on the progress: Prop. E requires that the department provides an annual report on how the $19 million set aside is spent and what work is being completed. 
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Under Proposition E. Public Works will be responsible for repairing sidewalks with tree-related damage. There are currently 31,000 sidewalk locations identified that need to be repaired. We will prioritize sidewalks that are near bus stops, senior centers, health centers and in pedestrian throughway zones. 
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Private property owners will still be responsible for maintaining sidewalks with non-tree related damage Property owners still will be responsible for obtaining permits to plant and/or remove trees. Property owners will be responsible for maintaining street trees before Prop. E takes effect on July 1. Once the proposition takes effect, property owners can opt out of the routine maintenance and continue to take care of their trees as long as they abide by City standards. 
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In order to properly maintain street trees on a tree-appropriate pruning cycle, the City will be broken down into 6 Bureau of Urban Forestry zones.Each zone will have a tree crew and an urban forestry inspector to ensure that all necessary work gets completed. Under Prop. E., we will be phasing in 52 new Public Works’ arborist and support positions over the next 3 years. Additional staff supported by Prop. E includes backfill crews, cement crews and stump grinding crews.Additionally, Public Works will contract out approximately 50% of the work to Micro-LBE tree companies, certified arborists and tree contractors with D-49 licenses. 
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Members of the public can help Public Works improve the quality of our Urban Forest by reporting damaged trees to 311.Residents can learn about the local trees in their neighborhood by going to urbanforestmap.com where they can explore all of the City’s 124,847 street trees on an interactive map of the City. And to learn more about San Francisco’s street trees, visit sfpublicworks.org/trees or call our Bureau of Urban Forestry at (415)-554-6700
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